Greetings to all of our Satanic Family,

Below you will find the latest Ritual Schedule. This time, this will be focused on global affairs that are getting out of control. Normally, we would not be doing this, but just to make sure to keep the enemy at bay we will do it this time. The sections and days will be focused on the areas of work.

The prologue is kept short to save time for translators.

Schedule can be began in the 13th as well, but the official starting date is the 14th.

This Schedule will have Anti-War Rituals, Financial Rituals, and then, some Rituals we need to re-impress. If you have been reading the news, you understand why this is absolutely necessary.

Before our side gets up there and can solve anything, this Ritual schedule is necessary. Demons have been busy on the global situation, as it's going literally haywire because of the enemy's works.

India, Russia, Ukraine, Europe, The US, Greece and Turkey, Taiwan and China – the list is endless. The planetary forces and also political forces, plus the enemy who is literally 90% of the cause of all this, is here at work.

Although clearly the situation is at a spear head and this is the natural circle of history, we can truly lessen the blow. There is fuckup after fuckup happening and this is not an omen of good news at all.

After the Co-Vid situation, the Ukrainian Situation, "energy crisis" situation, inflation insanity situation and so, the situation is basically continuing. They are making the world go haywire on purpose, this is deliberate and it's their agenda of destabilizing or "order through chaos". It's their playbook. The issue is that the average person pays for this, and that this is not exactly how things will get better.

They think this occurring chaos will be under control, but chances are, this might ruin everything.

So basically we are doing this schedule to make them fail miserably, all while gaining points for our side and ourselves and forcing the tide against the enemy's favor.
Technically speaking, the enemy is to soon embark on decades old situation where they will gradually enter the sphere of the chaotic unknown. But before this, they do their earnest to create preconditions for global failure.

We must therefore do this schedule, despite of other planning that is being postponed for these days so we can act.

It's necessary that this is done to prevent the worst, which unfortunately is also astrologically appearing. Maybe we can skip this, Gods willing.

After this schedule is concluded, most of these Rituals and what we have will be upgraded and new ones will arrive as it was planned.

**Some key notes:**

1. Before you do the Rituals, make sure to call in your Guardian Demon in prayer to help you.

2. Clean before and after the Ritual.

3. Your visualization is important. For example, imagine the enemy falling and so on in the Demonic Authority and Right To Rule Nations. In the Anti-War Rituals, imagine that Zelensky and cloak jew Putin are removed from power, and that better leaders take their place and so on.

4. The days in **BOLD**, should be put extra effort into. Make sure to space out the energies and efforts of the previous day, to be able to give these a little more necessary pressure.

5. In the RTR Timer here, we do these when the timer hits 1:00:00 and 0:00:00. Timer is at - [https://evilgoy.com/](https://evilgoy.com/)

**Below the Schedule:**

13. Anti War RTR 1, Anti War Ritual 3, Right To Rule Nations
14. Anti War RTR 1, Anti War Ritual 3, Right To Rule Nations
15. Anti War RTR 1, Anti War Ritual 3, Right To Rule Nations
16. Anti War RTR 1, Anti War Ritual 3, Right To Rule Nations
17. Anti War RTR 1, Anti War Ritual 3, Right To Rule Nations
18. Anti War RTR 1, Anti War Ritual 3, Right To Rule Nations
19. Demonic Authority Ritual, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
20. Demonic Authority Ritual, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
21. **Demonic Authority Ritual, Terminating Jewish Financial Control**
22. Demonic Authority Ritual, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
23. Demonic Authority Ritual, Terminating Jewish Financial Control
24. Demonic Authority Ritual, Reverse 72
25. Demonic Authority Ritual, Reverse 72
26. Demonic Authority Ritual, Reverse 72
27. Demonic Authority Ritual, Reverse 72
28. Demonic Authority Ritual, Reverse 72

Links to the Rituals:

Anti-War RTR 1: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War1.html
Anti-War RTR 3: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War3.html
Terminating Jewish Financial Control: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D298.html
Demonic Authority Ritual: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/2017_Solstice.html
Reverse 72: https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/72.html
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